Seamless Edge Deployments that Drive Innovation

Cisco HyperFlex Edge + APC by Schneider Electric

Introducing Micro Data Center Solutions for the Edge

Edge computing brings compute power closer to where you conduct your business—where financial transactions are processed, purchases made, goods manufactured and healthcare delivered. But deploying hundreds, even thousands of data centers in remote locations with limited or no staff presents management, security and support challenges.

Now, Cisco and APC by Schneider Electric offer secure, remotely managed, self-contained micro data solutions that streamline IT deployment and drive business innovation.

Benefits

- Streamline edge rollouts with pre-validated reference designs and repeatable, standardized deployments.
- Reduce the need for onsite staff and control your entire enterprise from any location.
- Protect your physical and virtual IT environment from downtime with integrated, network-based, unattended shutdown.
- Optimize the cloud and on-premise environments across your enterprise.
- Increase application availability and decrease latency with compute close to the source.
- Get the confidence that comes from knowing you have industry leaders on your side.

apc.com/edge
Hyperconverged infrastructure from Cisco

Cisco HyperFlex Edge brings the simplicity and power of hyperconverged infrastructure to the edge in an easy-to-manage, high-performing, massively scalable and resilient compute and storage solution. It supports any edge workload with fully customizable configuration options and includes Cisco Intersight for global management of your IT environment.

Physical infrastructure from APC by Schneider Electric

APC wraps and ships HyperFlex Edge—integrated with physical infrastructure, including racks, UPS, PDUs, security, and software management solutions—within a secure enclosure and Cisco-approved shock packaging to your location for fast deployment. It’s power times two.

Use cases

- **Industrial**
  Ideal for predictive analysis, smart manufacturing, just-in-time management, increased manufacturing efficiencies and more.

- **Healthcare**
  Ideal for digital records, digital imaging, telemedicine, robotic surgery and more.

- **Retail**
  Ideal for Magic Mirrors, point-of-sale apps, inventory management, security/theft reduction, digital signage and more.

- **Finance**
  Ideal for smarter ATMs, “bank anywhere” apps, digital payments, fraud detection and more.

Better together: Improving the customer experience and increasing reliability

As global competition drives IT organizations to deliver applications and services faster and more efficiently, managing next-generation applications and workloads that puts applications and data closer to devices uses will become key.

Trust Cisco and APC by Schneider to help level the playing field with next-generation edge solutions that improve the customer experience, increase operational efficiency and drive new revenue.

Contact your APC Insight Team today for more information.